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Advanced Medical Care in East Mississippi
Anderson Regional Health System

Anderson Regional Health System is the most comprehensive health system in the region and the established leader in offering premier medical services including cancer treatment, cardiac care, pediatric services, robotic surgery, and trauma care.  With two hospitals, a regional cancer center, and a network of clinics, our healthcare professionals are committed to the mission of providing a heritage of healing and improving life for the people they serve.
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Two hospitals, cancer center, and multiple clinics
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Specialty services including cancer, cardiac, pediatrics and trauma care
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Advanced surgical techniques utilizing robotics
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Dedicated healthcare professionals committed to providing quality care
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Find the right healthcare path
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FOR
PATIENTS
View All Patient Resources

FOR
VISITORS
View All Visitors Resources

FOR HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONALS
View Career Resources
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I was recently admitted into Anderson Regional from the emergency room. I was traveling from Texas to Georgia, got sick and found my way to this wonderful hospital. From the moment I walked into the emergency room, until I was released, I was treated with kindness, compassion, and thoughtfulness. Thank you for everything done to get me back on the road home.
- Anderson Regional Patient  -
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OUR SERVICES
Find the Care You Need
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Breast Care
Learn More
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Cardiology
Learn More
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Digestive Health
Learn More
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Cancer Care
Learn More
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Mother/Baby
Learn More
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Robotic Surgery
Learn More
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Physician Recruitment at Anderson Regional
Join Our Robust Medical Staff at Anderson Regional Health System
Anderson Regional Health System is the established leader in offering premier medical services in East Mississippi. Our medical staff consists of over 200 highly educated and experienced physicians across 35 specialties. We offer employment and non-employed opportunities at affiliated multi-specialty clinics, competitive salaries, and various practice options including outpatient and inpatient. We also provide coverage for professional malpractice insurance and offer competitive sign-on bonuses and relocation expenses. Join our team and take advantage of unlimited referral opportunities from our multi-county network.

Join Our Team
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Classes &
Events
Anderson Regional Health System offers a variety of monthly classes and events for patients and visitors to attend. From health and wellness workshops to educational seminars, our events are designed to help you learn about important health topics and take control of your well-being. We encourage you to check this page frequently for updates on our upcoming events and classes. We look forward to seeing you at one of our events soon!
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Latest
News
Keep up with the latest news and updates from Anderson Regional Health System by visiting our blog. We publish frequent articles and receive new publications monthly, covering a wide range of topics related to healthcare and wellness. From information about new treatments and technologies to insights on how to maintain good health, our blog is a valuable resource for anyone looking to stay informed and take charge of their well-being. Be sure to visit our blog regularly to stay up-to-date on all the latest news and developments from Anderson Regional Health System.
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Improving life for the people we serve.
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Anderson Regional Health System offers a wide range of medical services, including cancer, cardiac, pediatric, surgical, and trauma care. Our healthcare professionals are committed to improving the lives of those we serve.
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